Q1: Ireland approves the PDAM registration.

Q2: Ireland approves the draft with the technical and editorial comments given below.

**Technical:**
1. Of the several characters whose combining status has been changed, two of them have been definitely found in subjoined position; therefore TIBETAN SUBJOINED SIGN LCE TSA CAN and TIBETAN SUBJOINED SIGN MCHU CAN should be added to the repertoire at this time. Positions 0F8C and 0F8D are proposed.
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**Figure 1.** Samples of TIBETAN SIGN LCE TSA CAN and TIBETAN SUBJOINED SIGN LCE TSA CAN, from *dPal dus kyi 'khor lo'i sgrub mchod kyi cho ga'i ngag 'don bklags chog lta bur bkod pa slob dpon mgrin rgyan zhes bya ba bzhugs*, a liturgical text of Shri-Kalachakra mandala offering.
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**Figure 2.** Samples of TIBETAN SIGN MCHU CAN and TIBETAN SUBJOINED SIGN MCHU CAN, from *dPal dus kyi 'khor lo'i sgrub mchod kyi cho ga'i ngag 'don bklags chog lta bur bkod pa slob dpon mgrin rgyan zhes bya ba bzhugs*, a liturgical text of Shri-Kalachakra mandala offering.

**Editorial:**
The dotted circles for the glyphs at 0F88, 0F89, anf 0F8B should be deleted. These are not combining characters.